
…………………Middle School,     Level: 2 MS…. 

……………       Full Name:…………….………………………… 

Second Term Test 

Text:      At The Greengrocer's 

Adam: Good morning, sir. I want some vegetbales and some fruit. 

Greengrocer: Good morning, my son. What do you want exactlty? 

Adam: Two kilos of potatoes, one kilo of onions, one head of cauliflower, a bunth of corinader, a bunch of   

parsley, a klio of mandarines and two branches of grapes. 

Greengrocer: Wait my son. One by one. 

Adam: How much are the bananas? 

Greengrocer: 250 DA. 

Adam: Weigh this branch for me. 

Greengrocer: Is that all you need? 

Adam: Yes, sir. How much is all that? 

Greengrocer: Wait a minute…err 960 DA. 

        

Part One:(14 points) 

A) Reading comprehension(7 pionts) 

Task one: (03 points) Read the text and fill in the table: 

 

goods potatoes ……...……. coriander ……...……. 

 

cauliflower ……...……. 

Quantity 

or number 

……...……. 1 kilo ……...……. 1 bunch ……...……. 1 branch 

 

Task two: (03 points) Match each item with the right quantity word: 

- a head of    - onions  

- a bunch of     - lettuce 

- a branch of     - juice 

- a carton of    - bananas 

           Task three: (02 points) Match each word with its definition: 

 - 1 kilo    - long yellow sweet fruit 

 - a greengrocer  - a person who sells fruit and vegatables 

 - juice    - 100grammes  

 - bananas   - liquid made from fruits 
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B) Mastery of language:(7 points) 

Task one: (02 points) Supply the punctuation and capitals where necessary: 

adam is at the greengrocer's with his friends mahmoud and farid 

…………………………………………………………………… 

 

Task two: (03 points) Fill in thegaps with " how much" or " how many": 

 

Boy: I need some eggs, please. 

Grocer: …………………….eggs do you need? 

Boy: 12 eggs please. 

   ……………………. is the rice? 

Grocer: 80 DA.  

    ……………… do you want? 

Boy: Just one kilo. 

 

Task three: (02 points) Classify the words according to the pronunciation of their "r": 

 

  Skirt, red, rice, turnip 

pronounced silent 

 

…………… 

…………… 

 

…………… 

…………… 

 

 

Part Two:(06 points) 

Written expression 

Your mother sent you to the grocer's to buy some goods. Here is the conversation with the grocer. 

Complete the conversation: 

You:      ……………………………………….. 

Grocer: Good afternoon. How can I help you? 

You:  …………………….…………………….. 

Grocer:The bottle of two litres  of Coca Cola is 120 DA. 

You: ……………………………………….. 

Grocer:1 bottle of Coca Cola, 10 eggs, 1 tin of tomato paste, a kilo of sugar and a bottle of oil. 

You: ……………………………………….. 

Grocer: 560 DA. 
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